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Normally we write on the forums on the racial perils of mass migration and the Jewish plans put in
motion. But there is way more that will happen if this plan is successful. Which will ultimately not
cause only racial ruin, but a general and long lasting financial ruin, a ruin of rights, and the issues
will be very long and wasting. A new futuristic feudal system which will be way worse than the
Middle Ages. As there will be no option to move away from it any more.
When migrants or in this case of Europe, low skill labour comes en masse into the economy. You
have a tank of unending low skilled workers who really need to work. Which is the dream of Jewish
Capitalists and the reason many traitorous politicians on the "Libertarianism" and the soft
"mediocre right" acceptance migration. In other words you gain a huge tank of working hands, and
slaves. This creates the need to work no matter what.
But also opens you up to receive workers from other places which serve your economy. Where they
are also actually useful in some cases, and they get what is promised to them, a better life in return
for their services. Which is legit and this never happens in any amount, and in rare cases happens in
such form that it causes fear or worry of full assimilation or replacement of a whole race by another.
Which is where the basis of studying in other countries it's from, this creates far better outcomes
than negative ones. The enemy however took this and twisted this beyond compare, and also added
this on the 'equal footing' to other forms of migrations. Such as basically staged invasion.
In the first form, contrary to the second, it's quite hard to create situations where things like the
Kalergi plan are put in place as let's say doctors from India more than likely will bring their spouse
and children in England, rather than raping random minors and copulating with random people to
have endless amounts of babies they will let as orphans to the state. You cannot easily have a
Kalergi plan here as the people are also of a better education and quality. And they simply want to
work while laying low most of the time for normal exchange.
So actual migration for work reasons isn't really creating the needed conditions for such Kalergi
Plan situations to emerge. And arguably it can also help countries in some ways. Because most of
the time people make a career, get rich, and they can also return back to their countries to be kings
after a while, as they aren't forced to assimilate, they just work there. This doesn't really speed up
the bastardization process as much as those in power would like. As the enemy is fighting a war
against time right now, the clock is ticking and all their plots are in the open. Goodwill migration
that is useful for both the migrant and the country that hosts someone, is going to be soon be a thing
of the past. It served the economy in previous phases and it will exist only to serve for things that
are absolutely necessary from now on.
This is unrelated to the greater plan of using 'migration' to wipe out native populations and cause the
"Great Replacement" as it's called. The materialized Kalergi Plan.
Another thing in regards to the migration crisis. Is that it's caused by the issues caused from two
factors. One is financial reasons, another is the reasons of unrest in the Middle East. All of which

are happenings which are instigated by Jews. It's well known the Jews tried to destabilize the
Middle East and ruin the native populations since forever. The financial factor is again in it's largest
form decided partly by degree of produced labour (which is low) and partly by Jewish decisions on
how the financial world has to be shaped for their own maximum profit. "Pax White Goyimana"
was a product of the last centuries, where the Jews sicced on the White Goy for maximum profit,
now they are on the Asian as well, while others they had enslaved with minimal problems. As the
situation progresses the Jews want to form new ways of managing labour so that they dangerous
White Labourer Goyim will be rendered obsolete. Hitler rose from the dissatisfied workers and
almost destroyed the Jews. So the White Goyim and the Asian Goyim have been more production
friendly than other types of Goyim, but the bad thing here is that they also get something out of the
so called Labour, so it's not really Feudal, they get few shekels for it in some cases, in the case of
white Goy, there is also high danger of revolt. Which is (((unacceptable))) as the Goyim isn't
supposed to have any shekels. Or any freedom whatsoever as it belongs to the Jews.
However the above is not really the case in full, it's only partially the case. As many of these illegal
migrants in contrast to migrants for working reasons, are only fed from tax payer money. Which
again puts weight on the economy, and also creates lazy and unskilled workers. The majority of
these people also refuse to learn, and they also, do not want to return back on their countries as they
were not useful there, and they are not useful where they are going now either. So they just want to
be useless but get paid better for it. Many of them are also people who will never be able to
integrate in the workforce whatsoever. The case here is not white or black it's on the grey scale.
Towards the very dark. While the majority will remain unemployed, create gangs, and never
integrate because they cannot do these acts. The real percent here is more like 80 (parasitism,
illegality etc) -20% (who will try to at least do something). Some people will be used as cheap
labour for work in lower departments of the financial strata.
Which is the wet dream of Soros come true, he doesn't want to pay people like 30$ a day for cheap
menial labour, he'd rather pay 5$. Or nothing at all. So financially speaking the migration is a wet
dream of the capitalist and the industrialist insofar it will provide cheap labour. In the future, if the
enemy is in power, labour will become forced or free. Free in the form of machines working for
them, and they say will be giving a couple of shekels to the Goyim as part of their financial system.
But let's admit this isn't going to happen ever, because the planet is overpopulated, and this only
keeps going as people don't control their pants. And they would rather kill a few billions of Goyim
instead to "save their planet", especially if such Goyim are not in anyway useful to work in the new
feudal system. While keeping around 2800 slaves for each Jew going. All financial studies, even the
partial forgeries cannot really prove that having migrants revitalises an economy in any substantial
way and without extreme problems involved. This is called "High Risk" here. There are "Low Risk"
financial solutions that can be taken such as for example telling people to simply have more
beautiful European babies.
But Jew Soros doesn't want the "Satanic Seed of Amalek" to live in Europe. He wants to cleave
them with the "Ishmaelites" (Arabs) and then "Destroy them in Armageddon" while "Using Islamel
(Arabs) as a broom" for Jewish interest. They want to empty the Middle East at the same time. With
incidents like Syria. As they are working on a global scale to enforce their goblin empire they
envision.

On the sectors of human rights. Any human rights and/or civility in Europe will give place and give
in permanently. As it's happening now with the gradual destruction of Courts of Justice, Censorship,
Forced assimilation, Rape is not longer punishable (if it's done by 3rd world migrants), and of
course the illegal migrants have way more superior rights than the native population. One example
is child molestation, one would immediately go to jail. The judges excuse these people. In some
cases of rape they even give them compensation of the five digits. How this is called is basically
two courts in one country. Which is a regression before the 15th century in Europe. Where the elite
classes were excused of perjuries committed and were judged by another legal law. Always excused
of every crime. The new elite class in Europe is anything that is alive and doesn't have a White skin
and the lackeys who promote them - for NOW. Which many such people enjoy. For NOW...
In the future this will change. The higher objective of this whole process is not only cultural
assimilation, IQ reduction, confusion of the identity of the masses. But way more issues including
very basic biological and social problems. Which will keep Europe occupied so long the further
plan is going on. The ultimate outcome of this can also be civil war. As projections show that by
2050 in countries like Sweden, one in 10 or approximately one in 5 people will be of another nation.
Which creates a 5th column in the state. In the case of chaos, these people can easily be armed
(many will also join the military or the police force), and in the case of peace, and their major
birthrates (since the White Goyim is busy working not only having babies, it's discouraged, unless
it's with Helga with Abdul of course) they will win the countries over by elections.
There are also other reasons why the Jews want this racial mixing process and cultural assimilation
process to take place. First and foremost the reductions of IQ, and the reductions of health. Health is
a thing you cannot overlook. If people have health problems, they cannot really revolt and take a
stand. If you are dependent to get your blood dilated or you cannot live with a specific thing like
Vitamin D every next day, you can in no way raise your head to the authorities. Especially when the
pricing of such pills is too high for you to maintain. In other words you have to shut up and take the
abuse, without the ability to take prolonged steps towards the actual aspects of some revolution.
Which is also the case of the baby boomer population.
The costs to teach, house, and feed the migrants (but also rebuild streets such as France where it
gets burned occasionally) are huge. Then you have endless benefits. The financial thinking behind
this is that they invest in the cheap labour force now, but the downhill road of rights, daily pay, plus
technological uprising which will get the rich capitalists beyond reach from the poor masses who
are moving to death blindfolded, is worth all the money funnelled into this objective.
Ultimately, and truly, taking jobs from White people. However unemployment is not good as
unemployed people have time to browse the internet and potentially wake up. Which is why people
in the Neet generation (right now people below their 30's) are some of the most red-pilled people on
the planet. Migrants will be used on basically doing works that White people may not want to do at
the current pay rate.
So here we have a condition with the baby boomers and other generations who are always OK so
long their pension is intact, which the Jews like Merkel make sure is always left intact because she
is basically ruling on the acceptance of the higher social class. The deficit of maintaining people's
promised pensions (and therefore prohibiting uprising as these people also hold the major shekels

power in the country) and the deficit of the work force, the Jews say they want to fill in with
migrants. However financially this can never happen, unless you keep injecting migrants in a
geographic multiplication process, until they literally reach the billions. So this is only an excuse
they tell the ruling classes to sit like ducks while they are moving towards their death. Which is
mostly comprised of Jews and some rich baby boomers who just want to die peacefully and never
really cared for much about the future of their country. But to indoctrinate the younger generations
on the very good future of a multiculturalism they never lived in.
Of course this is not all of them. Some from these people (And I think mostly people who did not
get everything handed to them in the platter like many of this generation) have actually led and put
the ground framework for people to also wake up. So I am not fully up for people who go against
them in such virulent manner. The bad thing is that the striking majority however is the
stereotypical baby boomer.
Then you have another thing, which is called the lack of the will to integrate on the behalf of
migrants. Which is the major 'block' of the so called Multiculturalists and those who push the
multicultural dialectic on the masses and on the political landscape. But they actually love the
'block' to integrate, as this still creates favourable conditions as explained above, as peaceful or not,
the 'transition' will be enforced to happen. In other words the people whom you bring in are not
obligated to not rape simply because you tell them to.
Those who are older and/or the Gentile ruling classes. Let's be honest now...The Jew bought their
silence over the condition of a "peaceful life". When asked about what is going on, they say "THEY
HAD THEIR LIFE". Their little shitty life they have lived in most cases just doing drugs, attaining
some success, and generally just goyiming their way through life. Occassionally after Sunday
school they went to bang some African chicks in London for as low as 10$. This will be their last
life, as it looks like. Because if this operation keeps going these baby boomer souls won't have
many bodies to reincarnate to either. As people will be half black by the end of 2050 if this situation
keeps going.
So this is European Endgame here. With mathematical precision Europe is walking towards doom.
This is not space science this is simple observation of facts and the continuation of the process that
is already happening now. In most major European cities this objective has already been achieved.
Logically speaking this is truly endgame. However no revolution and certainly not history has been
shaped over 'logic'. The new generation of youth (The ones that Lauren Judenstern and many others
are trying to turn into Donald Trump Cuckolds) will be confronted with serious problems that will
prompt them to wake up - or possibly die. This generation upon growing will see the fruit of the
disease ridden tree that was planted a few decades before.
This is the case of the lone White guys in neighbourhoods where there are Somali gangs, people
who live their whole life in front of a computer screen, who will never, in the current financial
process have the ability to pay their student loans or get a house, those that will never be able to get
married because the Jew instructed them on feminism, those who were meaninglessly treading
around the planet without a purpose spat over by the Jewish system, and who will live in a society
they did not create that is decaying on top of them. They seem to try to play baby boomers,

communists, and all sorts of outdated crap by they will not really be successful due to factors named
above, it will not be possible to deny the facts after a point. The enemy is trying to put these people
into sleep as truly there is no financial solution that they want to apply to them, they just hope these
generations die off and try to be wannabe baby boomers or play video games 24/7 by the money
their family bought a computer for them. This generation is grim, it will only take some pushing
from the life around them and they will explode, and with the help of the good elements from other
generations there is prospect for these people to actually do something. As explained above, this
will mathematically happen in one way or another, if the ship was to sink, people would be forced
to swim. Even the enemy knows this generation is a ticking bomb. As it's largely a generation that
will see the results of their 'multicultural experiments' on it's own skin.
The fat feminist cow will live in a town where all people will be Muslim and she will be put, all 500
pounds of her, to bow to Allah. Which of course she might enjoy as she is sadistic, but long story
short, not everyone will. These things will unfortunately happen.
What the Jews are doing here is creating a major risk which will be the tombstone of their empire.
The fact they are calculating an end-game doesn't mean everything will go according to plan.
According to plan they would have won the world over by 1920, as it was revealed was their plan
last century. Now their plan is to infest the brain of the racially mixed Goyim with nanobots and put
them in the matrix for the rest of their life. But they are very late at this point.
If the intellectual warfare is kept up, and we keep the spiritual backbone, people will not only
revolt, but we may be able to see in our lifetime the first time see a united White Race. A mass scale
revolt may not be even necessary, as they will fall faster. The Jewish ideas have already collapsed in
every front, what remains is the manifestation of this collapsing to the material realm. As others
have stated in the forums the enemy is only doing damage assessment right now. There is no actual
progress.
With the rise of the 666 [www] we can also reach the ends of the earth and wake up not only a few
people, but everyone, in the truth. Which is why the enemy is speeding up this process.
Lastly, do not despair. While these plans are perfect reptilian calculations of sick and diseased
brains, they will ultimately fail. There were far more deliberate (and fully controlled) plans in the
past to wipe Europe out. Such as the Middle Ages. And these, always in their immaculate precision,
failed. As we have other beings backing up our efforts.
Through this 'endgame' we will see a new beginning, hopefully, without any of the disease ridden
filth that this world has seen prior.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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The Jews know when their agenda of toppling the host society gets to a certain point of total
destabilisation this opens the gates to a reaction against them from the host. They use this situation
to try and take themselves into total power with Communism. This is a crisis situation which must
occur as part of their agenda. They want to bring their order out of the chaos.
This is why the Jews are pushing so hard in America for gun control they want the host disarmed as
they know they are pushing towards this event of total collapse which they now need to occur
because they are so exposed. Its making it harder for them to stay in power day by day when they
are so exposed as pushing thought the crisis period to take total control requires them staying in the
background unnoticed and their Jewtrix of energy having full working power. They are losing both.
When they pushed Germany into this crisis point they lost control and the Third Reich was created
which then turned around and destroyed the Jewish Soviet Union and the Elders of Zion's plans for
world government.
What happened there...... There was an organized campaign of waking people up to the Jews and
there was a political movement led by Satanists in contact with the Gods who were doing rituals to
bring this about and spiritual pushing back against the Jews. Led by Hitler a highly evolved spiritual
master who was taking directions from Satan and the Gods.
This was done in a time when Christianity was still very powerful, they didn't have mass free media
and they didn't have the RTRs and what we have today.
So what are the Jews going to do now when the crisis situation gets to that point they are pushing
it.....The answer depends on all of us working to educate the public with online activism and doing
the RTRs.
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